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Performance curves a~1d test results on Ii ha.lf scale model of

the radio rrequency system designed to accelerate protons in the Berkeley 184-

inch oyclotron are presented. This report is a sequel to K. R. Mackenzie's

report on the three quarter wave radio rrequency system for frequenoy

modul&ted oyclotrons.

University of California
Radie.tion Laboratory
Berkeley, California

Contract No. ~~7405-Eng-48

H1J.F-SC1LE MODEL TESTS ON THE THREE QUPRTER W1VE R. F. SYSTEM FOR THE
184-INCH FREQUENCY MODULl,TED CYCLOTRON.

By Robert L. Inderson

for researoh, development, or manufacturing work.

December 30, 1947
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by Robett L. fnderson

December 30, 1941

Introduction. The following report is wri tten a$ a supplement to BP-140,..
,ipreliminary Report on the Three Quarter Wave R. F. System for Frequency

~Aodulated Cyclotrons", by Dr. Kenneth MaoKenzie, dated September .. 12 , 1947.

Its purpose is to present in detail, the apparatus and the results of tests,

including procedure, performed on the half-scale model since September 12,

1947. Further tests will be made on the full size r.f. system prior to its

actual installation in the l84-inch cyclotron.

General Description of the Model. The apparatus tested was a half-scale

model of the radio frequency system for the acceleration of both protons

and deuterons in the 184-inch Berkeley cyclotron. It is shown in its

essentials in Figs. 1 through 5 (Reference Drawing fr 17335), and in

photographs of the model itself.

The dimensions of the model were scaled accurately to the design

of the full size equipment which were being prepared at the same time

the model tests were under way. Only the radio frequency circuit was

simulated in the model, the vacuum system and purely mechanical equipment

was not included.

Insulation required for the application of bias voltage to the dee

and condenser rotor was not included as it had no radio frequency funotion.

The condenser rotor was arranged to be rotated thro'lgh accurately indicated

angles up to slightly over 30 degrees. A pair of Eimac 304 TL triodes

were used in the oscillator in place of the 9C2l triodes planned for the
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full scale unit. It is planned to apply plate voltage to the full scale

oscillator only during the acceleration period. Pulsing was not used on the

model. In all tests reported the system was driven by its own oscillator.

Test EguiEmen~. The instruments used in measuring the results obtained

consisted of a General Radio Wavemeter type 724-A, Serial 1498, and seven

peak reading probe voltmeters. The latter were designed and made in the

laboratory and employed General Electric diodes types 80l3-A and 9006, also

a minature Eimac diode. These were calibrated with a Weston Electrical

Instrument Corporation precision voltmeter periodically for accuracy, but

the errors in readings should be assumed to be ± 5 to 10 percent.

For power measurements, a Leeds and Northrup optical pyrometer, Cat.

#8622-C, was used to observe plate dissipation in the triodes. To calculate

efficiency this observed dissipation was then deducted from the total power

input. In using the optical pyrometer, one spot on one plate of a triode

was selected as the comparison point. The excitation was removed by connecting

the plate line to the oscillator housing so that no r.f. currents would

flow and all the power input would appear in the plates of the triodes. The

pyrometer reading or plate temperature, and the corresponding power input

figures were then recorded and put into graphical form. During operation

with r.f. currents, the pyrometer readings were taken again, and the amount

of actual power dissipated in the plates by referring to the previously

recorded figures.

Capacity measurements were made with a General Radio impedance bridge,

type 650-A, in conjunction with a R.C.A. oscilloscope.

Frequency Range. Dr. K. MacKenzie's paper gives his calculations for the

impedances and lengths of transmission lines used on the model. At that

time it was thought that the changes necessary to cover both deuterons and
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proton ranges would consist in changing the number of stators from two to

four and varying the lengths of the filament and plate lines.

It was found, however, that it would probably be possible to cover

both ranges with fixed lengths of lines, and since the front of the dee was

so sensitive to impedance change (the insertion of the dummy dee had dropped

the upper frequency limit from 4S.S to 44.5 mc, and the lower limit from

19.9 to lS.S mc), it was decided to make changes in the dee region, if

necessary, to broaden either end of the range. To prove the feasibility

of this idea, and to demonstrate methods that could be used to raise or lower

the frequency limits, two devices (Figs. 6A and 69) were used. In order to

raise the uPfer limit, a shorted stub - a section of transmission line less
;

than a quarter wave length at ,0 Mc - was connected to each side of the dee.

Physically, these stubs were 1 inch diameter inner conductors in 3 inch

square troughs, 15 inches in length, and installed 12 inches back from each

corner. They raised the frequency from 47 mc to 50 me, but the power

consumption estimate for 40 kv on the final dee increased by 25 percent.

Needless to say, it is hpped that use of such stubs on the final system will

not be necessary.

The device used to lower the frequency limits consisted of two 4 x

15 inch p~ates, in contact with the liner and extending into the tank until

they were approximately 1/8 inch from the sides of the dee at each corner.

Two 1 inch diameter copper pipes attached to the plates and sliding through

the dee shield walls served as liner connections for these capacitors. This

arrangement added a total of approximately 200 ~f to the dee capacity and

lowered the frequency from 19.5 me to 18.5 me. The extra power consumption

was about 5 percent at 19.5 me, with a very slight difference noticeable

at 24 me.
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The importance of raising the uppor frequency limit became the prime

objective and several changes in the system were made at this time. Three

points were vulnerable and most sensitive to change. These were the capacity

presented to the dee by the dummy dee, the minimum capacity of the rotor, and

the inductance at the throat of the dee. Reduoing anyone of these would

raise the frequency, and since the dummy dee was the worst offendor, its

dimensions were reduced 6.S much as seemed practical. The changes are shown

in Fig. 7. When the unit was replaced the upper frequency limit was found to

be 46.7 me instead of the former 45.8 me. The lower limit went from 19.4 mc

to 19.6 me without adding any capacity by means of the aforementioned plates.

The next chcnge was in the dee throat. This region is a current

maximum point at the highest frequency and most sensitive to volume or induct-

anee. It was found that the c10~r&ncos between the dee and liner in the

model were already less thon those in the present deuteron system. Since

no change W5.S desired in this region unless necossary, the cle£trances were
\

re set'''-to the specifications shown in Fig. 8 A. The result wc.s a drop in

frequency to check the effect more closely, the cle'arfillces wore changed

from those shown in Fig. 8 1. to those in Fig. 8 B. It was found that this

ch&nge raised the upper frequency limit from 46.2 me to 47.1 mc. The power

consumption was decreased 6.0 percent at 46.2 me. The power requirement

measurements at this stage in the experiments were found to be ve ry

inaccurate due to differences in plate capacity on the two 304-TL triodes

and the consequent difference in distribution of r.f. currents. However,

a subseQuent recheck showed the above power consumption figure to be rolative-

ly accurnte.

The next point of attack was th0 rotor and stator teoth m d efforts to

reduce the minimum capacity here WBre merle by revising the dimensions of the
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blades and teeth to those shown in Fig. 9•. However it had earlier been

found necessary to increase the diameter of the rotor shaft for mechanical

reasons and little more could be done in this region. The final range with

six rows of rotor blades (69 per row), and two rows of stator teeth (72

per row), the modified durrury dee, and full clearance in the dee throat,

was from 45.6 to 19.7 me. without adding amy devices to widen the limits.

The theoretically required range, full size and doubled for the model, is

from 45.8 to 19.6 me.

It is possible that differences between the full scale equipment

and the model may widen the range the additional fraction of a megacycle

required. These differences include adding inductance to the dee and

condenser support stems outside the tank, and adding two more rotor discs

where spaces exist in the model. If the range is still too short, the

dee capacity will probably be increased to lower the minimum frequency

and shorted stubs attached to the dee for the proton range.

~ransmissionLine Oscillator. Up to this point most of the effort

had been spent on frequency range experiments and on getting rough measure

ments of dee voltage response and power requirements. After cleaning up

some of the mechanical items such as clearances, rotor dimensions, location

of the filament loops, and reducing the dee stem to its roinimum length,

attention was turned to finding a length of transmission line that would

operate satisfactorily from 18.5 me to 46 me, permitting the use of a

single oscillator for protons and deuterons. The only item that was to

be varied was the filament phasing capacity.

Dr. MacKenziels r.eport gives all the calculations of line lengths for

each range, the impedances, 'and the loop and phase shift requirements.

Using these figures as a starting point, the line lengths were adjusted
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empirically, keeping several essentials in mind.

1. The dee voltage must be at least twice the d.c. plate voltage.

2. The oscillator must be stable enough to sustain an arc drawn

from the dee face (simulating discharges in that region).

3. The r.f. voltage on the plates of the triodes should not be

excessive.

4. The phasing capacity, as calculated in MacKenzie's report

(BP 140, p~ 20 - 23), should be as near ~f as possible.

It was found that the system could be made to work over both ranges

with various combinations of line lengths; but the shorter the filament line

on the model, the larger the filament grid capacity could be made. It

is evident that the r.f e current path and the impedances in the filament line

are changed radically as it enters the vacuum system. Also, the inductance

inherent in the 304-TL triodes is large compared with that in the 9C21 triodes

to be used in the final oscillator~

The performance with one combination of line lengths is shown in

Fig. 10, where the length of the filament line was 69 inches and the plate

line 116 inches, with a phasing capacity of about 200 ~f. In contrast,

Fig. 11 shows the performance with a combination of a 40 inch filament line

and a 130 inch plate line. The phasing capacity in this case was increased

to approximately 300 ~fo Both the above capacity estimates are for the

deuteron range. For protons the capacities were about 100 ~~f and 200 ~f

in the two cases respectively. With a short filament line the capacity used!

was less critical, the discharge stability was better, and the plate line

could be made longer. The latter was desirable for deuterons because it

improved the ratio of dee to plate voltage. The maximum length of plate

line was limited by the appearance of a resonant condition in it that would
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Maximum 3315 !J.!J.f.

llJ:inimum 700 I4Lf.

MaximU1!Il 4250 !J.!J.f.

Minimum 1590 ~!J.f.

Dee to liner capacity, rotor varied.

cause a dip in the dee voltage response. This dip became progressively

worse as the line was made longer. A length was selected that would give

a comparatively flat dee voltage response. A deviation of an inch or two

one way or the other will cause this response to rise or fall at either

end of the range.

Choke Coils. In determining the proper size for choke coils for the

oscillator filament heating current it was found that the original ones

used were resonant at 18 mc, which may account for a sharp drop observed

in the dee voltage as this frequency was approached. The coils were

rewound and rrade resonant at 60 me after which the voltage drop was no

longer noticed at the iow frequency.

Capacit;r Measurements. Some capacity measurements were made using a General

Radio impedance bridge and R.C.A. oscilloscope. The following results were

obtained after the dee tie rods and the stub to liner COllnections were re

moved, the rotor being connected to liner.

Stub to liner capacity, rotor varied.

With the rotor removed:

Stub to liner capacity 585 !J.~fo

Dee to liner capacity 1500 !J.!J.f.

The following a.pparent condenser capacity can be calculated from the above.

Stub to rotor. Maximum 3315 - 585 = 2730 ~~f

Minimunl 700 - 585 = 115 ~!J.f

Dee to rotor Maximum 4250 - 1500 = 2750 ~~f

Minimum 1590 - 1500 = 90 PtLf
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stub to rotor and dee to rotor being in series

1Maximum apparent capacity across condenser = "T-------·--l·
------ + = 1370
2730 2750 ~f.

Minimum capacity ac:ross condenser = 1
-l--'----y
- + -
115 90

= 50 lJ+Lf.•

Ratio ~.ax-ca;.E~city
M7.n-ca.pe.city

Dee to liner capacity with capacity added to dee edge for deuterons

(18 0 5 mc) = approximately 1650 ~~f.

The dee to liner capacity before the dee stem and the side liners were

installed was 770 ~~f including the original durnrr~ dee.

Power Re9uireme~~s. Power requirements and plate dissipation were estimated

to be as follows:

l8~5 mc Power input 520 w for 1500 volts on the dee.
Power output 320 w for 1500 volts on the dee.
Efficiency 61 percent.

24 mc

30 mc

45 mc

Power input 470 w for 1500 volts on the dee.
Power output 280 w for 1500 volts on the dee.
Efficiency 59 percent

Power input 520 w for 1500 volts on the dee.
Power output 300 w for 1500 volts on the dee.
Efficiency 59 percent.

Power input 350 w for 1500 volts on the dee.
Power output 223 w for 1500 volts on the dee o

E:'ficiency 64 percent.

F0F 30 kv on the full scale system the above power input figures become

146 kw at 9~25 me, 132 kw at 12 mc, 146 kw at 15 mc, and 98 kw at 23 mc for

continuous operation. The stubs and capitors added to the dee to increase

the frequency range do cause more power to be consumed, but they also

reduce the duty cycle for pulsed operation to such an extent (Figure 12)
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that it might be advantageous to use them whether needed or not.

Th~ Frequency Time Curv~. The curves of Fig. 12 show the variation of fre

quency with time or rotor angle. Curve A. corresponds to the case in which

nothing is added to increase the frequency range. Curve B shows the

variation with capacity added to lower the ~requency, while C indicates an

estimate of the result of adding shorted stubs to raise the frequency.

Only one row of teeth was used on each condenser stator.

From curve C the proton acceleration occurs over 5.00 or 8.3 percent

of the cycle, while from curve B the deuteron acceleration occurs over

8.20 or 13.6 percent of the cycle. The oscillator pulsing equipment would be

adjusted to apply plate power only over these periods in each cycle.

Vol~a~e ~~ribution. Fig. 13 shows the variation of voltage with frequency

at sovera1 key points in the model over both deuteron and proton ranges.

No attempt was made to raise the upper frequency, but capacity was added

to the dee to attain 18.5 me. These curves were made from data obtained

while holding the d.c. plate voltage constant on the triodes instead of

maintaining a constant r.f. voltage potential on the dee.

Conclusion. The results of these tests on the half-scale model show that the

required frequency range may be covered on the full scale machine. If

necessary the deuteron limit can be lowered by adding capacity to the dee.

One of three things can be done to raise the upper proton limit, i.e.,

reduce the dimensions of the dee throat clearance, increase the dummy dee

clearance, or insert stubs at the corners of the dee.

The transmission lines can be empirically adjusted to cover both

proton and deuteron ranges without change, leaving only the phasing or
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grid to filament capacity as t he variable,

UCRL - 31

The power requirements are no greater than anticipated.

Performance of the model is considered sufficiently satisfactory to

proceed with the full scale design and construction based on the model

dimensions.

This work was done by J. Franck, J. Reidel and R. L. Anderson under

the direction of Dr. K. MacKenzie, at the Radiation Laboratory, University

of California under Contract No. W-7405-Eng-48 with the United states

Atomic Energy Comnussion.

cb - 1/19/48
Information Div.
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